
Olive Oil Jones Aglio Olio	 	 


I’m not sure it’s been scientifically proven that garlic is nature’s antibiotic, but I’ve always 
believed it is. I suppose when you see the amount of garlic in this recipe, you’ll realize this is a 
disclaimer of sorts. Plus, I do love garlic. 


I first saw a recipe for an Aglio Olio in a Marcella Hazan cookbook many years ago. I can’t find 
the book on my shelves now but my memory says it was very simple; olive oil, garlic and 
spaghetti. What drew me to the recipe was Hazan’s introduction. She painted a picture 
something like this:


This is what you want when you’ve had a long night out - drinks with friends, a light dinner, 
then maybe an opera or the theater - and you come home late, tired. It’s after midnight but you 
need a little something to eat so you make an Aglio Olio. 


She didn’t say much more than that, I don’t think, but to me, it was so cinematic. So elegant. I 
imagined throwing off velvet wraps, black capes and high heels to put on a pot of water to boil. 
And then sitting in the kitchen twirling up forkfuls of spaghetti coated in olive oil and garlic 
while the rest of the house is still dark. 


My way of making this simple dish has evolved and become an occasional pasta dish for 
dinner. Make it the way your taste buds like things, use more or less garlic, anchovies, pepper 
flakes, parsley, cherry tomatoes … and maybe you’ll find, like we have, that sometimes this is 
what you crave for dinner and nothing else will do. 


Here’s how I do it.


Lots of olive oil in a skillet. (You’ll see in the end that olive oil makes the sauce, olive oil is, after 
all, a condiment.)  Use a garlic press unless you like to mince garlic by hand.* Add 4 - 10 
cloves passed through a garlic press to the pan depending on your taste. No heat yet. 


Wash the salt off of 3 - 8 anchovies, pat dry, mince. Add to the pan and turn the heat to low. 
The lowest low you can go. 


You don’t want to brown the garlic, it will turn bitter. You want the anchovies to melt into the 
sauce. 


Add hot pepper flakes to your taste, black pepper too, if you like the heat. Stir them into the oil. 


Add a handful or two of cherry tomatoes, quartered. (This will also help the garlic from 
browning.) 


Cook at a low heat, uncovered. When you see the tomatoes have been cooked down and look 
a little burnished, add some chopped parsley, as much as you like. I like a lot. 


Toss and toss and toss this sauce with your perfectly cooked spaghetti. Mangia bene. 


* My mother always used a garlic press. I don’t think she wanted her hands to smell like garlic. 
That’s probably why she got me to do it. Even with a garlic press you get garlic fingers. When 
Steven worked at Dean and DeLuca I asked him to bring home a garlic press as we got a 
nice employee discount, even on their hardware. Steven said Joel (Dean) didn’t believe in 
garlic presses. For years I thought there must be something wrong with using a garlic press 
because I thought Joel Dean knew everything and did all things the right way. (We even 
painted our kitchen floor white because the floors in his Soho loft were painted white.) Twenty 



years of chopping garlic by hand later, I picked up a garlic press at Ikea and never looked 
back. I don’t like my hands smelling of garlic either. But washing them with soap and a 
squeeze of half a lemon remedies that, anyway. 
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